Restaurant
case study

Black Rock
Coffee Bar

The results

“We are
looking
to have
everything
at the click
of a button
and that’s
what the
7shifts app
provides.”

The restaurant

Their challenge

The solution

Black Rock Coffee Bar
is a rapidly expanding,
contemporary coffee chain in
the Pacific-Northwest.

Establish a chain-wide
scheduling system that
allows for employee-sharing
and is easy to setup.

7shifts easy setup and staffsharing across locations
make it possible for Black
Rock to keep growing fast.

Black Rock Coffee Bar now uses 7shifts in 20+ locations and is rolling it out to new franchises
as they open their doors. With an easy-to-learn interface and the ability to share staff
across different locations, 7shifts has made it possible to implement a robust scheduling
system that will grow with them.

Consistent scheduling practices eliminated the growing
pains for Black Rock Coffee Bar.
Black Rock Coffee Bar was started by 3
families coming together in 2008. The first
stores opened by each family were located in
different areas in Oregon. They’ve grown fast
over the past 9 years to have 42 locations and
are planning on opening an additional 15-20 in
2017 alone.
Clay Geyer has been with Black Rock Coffee
Bar for over 2 years, but has worked in the
coffee industry for 12. He’s one of many former
employees who took advantage of the Black
Rock franchise program within the company,
opening his own location; the 33rd one in
Troutdale, Oregon.
Clay attributes the continued success of Black
Rock to keeping the culture the same no
matter where the franchise exists, positioning
it as a hip and stylish brand.

Prior to 7shifts each store did their schedule
whichever way worked for them. Dry erase
boards, pen and paper, Excel, or other online
scheduling tools.

“When you have 1-2
locations, the dry erase
board is fine, but when you
have multiple locations and
employees who work more
than one locations,it gets a
lot harder to manager.”
There are different ways 7shifts has enhanced
the way Black Rock runs and it has made
them more efficient. Before 7shifts was
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“The best
thing about
7shifts
is that it
saves our
managers a
lot of time
because
everything is
contained in
one app.”

implemented, each manager could spend a
solid 2 hours per week creating a schedule and
having to flip between multiple documents requests off, availability, and schedule page.
Managers are now able to knock out a full,
detailed schedule for a week in 20-30 minutes
using 7shifts.

Using 7punches time
clocking app integrated
with 7shifts has been an
advantage for Black Rock
since everything is bundled
together.
Running variance reports to compare
scheduled versus actual labor is a huge
improvement on their past process.

Team communication is handled through
the messaging and chats functionality of
7shifts, whereas before it was mostly direct
text messages to the employer or employee.
Keeping the contact list up to date with staff
phone numbers was another extra step for
the management. Employees no longer miss
out on communication or shifts as they are
notified in real time and the most up-to-date
schedule is always on the app. With 7shifts,
employees no longer mistake a schedule
created 3 weeks ago as the current schedule,
improving accountability.
One of Clay’s favorite features within 7shifts is
the labor budget tool, which allows managers
to enter in their projected/actual sales and
view their labor percentage as they are
creating the schedule. Prior to 7shifts, Black
Rock tracked labor multiple ways mostly using
spreadsheets.

In addition to the 15-20 new locations for
2017, Black Rock also plans on opening a
micro roasting facility in Arizona that will feed
the surrounding locations with the freshest
beans possible. Clay says the high growth
period has been really cool to be a part of,
especially while the county has been in a
state of economic depression.
What does Clay view as being the biggest
benefit to being a 7shifts client? “The time
it’s saved writing a schedule. A schedule
always needs to be done whether it’s week
by week or month by month. The amount
of hours that can pile up with managers and
employees aren’t even realized.

“You’re saving a lot of
time and labor there. It
makes something that’s
so redundant, so much
easier.”
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